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Four Disciplines for every Christian Man
Number One: PRAYER – be in conversation with God
Number Two: Time in God’s word - it leads us to righteousness, to matureness, to service, and 
it helps us improve those relationships with our loved ones, our children, our parents, our 
spouses. You have to be right vertically before being right horizontally. 
Number Three: Small group involvement and spiritual accountability - Spiritual growth 
does not happen in isolation; it happens in a community. We need to be accountable with each 
other.
Number Four: Personal Ministry - As we mature, we need to make time to be involved. We 
need to start working by serving others.

Group discussion:
1. Please tell us a few things about yourself…
- Your Name
- Tell us about your work or school
- Please tell us the names of some of your family members (example: wife, children, and any 
other family member)
- Tell us something interesting, that we may not know about you….

2. From the four points that Joe talked about, 
- what is one that you have seen yourself grow in, recently in your walk? 
- what has caused this or what has changed?
- From the four points, which one do you struggle with, the most?
- Why do you struggle with it?
- What can you do different and intentionally to be better at that?

3. Ministry opportunities,
- What new ministry opportunities has the Lord put before you, recently in your daily walk and 
how are they going?
- Tell us how the Lord presented this opportunity to you and how did you start it?
- Has the Lord put any ministry opportunities before you that maybe you have been fearful or 
reluctant to follow up on?
- What do you think is causing your reluctancy?
- Do you see any new opportunities you can serve at CCFred or anywhere else?

4. Anything else that you would like to share?


